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Multichannel audio biofeedback for dynamical coupling between
prosthetic hands and their users
Abstract
It is widely agreed that amputees have to rely on visual input to monitor and control the position of the
prosthesis while reaching and grasping because of the lack of proprioceptive feedback. Therefore, visual
information has been a prerequisite for prosthetic hand biofeedback studies. This is why, the underlying
characteristics of other artificial feedback methods used to this day, such as auditive, electro-tactile, or
vibro-tactile feedback, has not been clearly explored. The purpose of this paper is to explore whether it
is possible to use audio feedback alone to convey more than one independent variable (multichannel)
simultaneously, without relying on the vision, to improve the learning of a new perceptions, in this case,
to learn and understand the artificial proprioception of a prosthetic hand while reaching. Experiments
are conducted to determine whether the audio signals could be used as a multi-variable dynamical
sensory substitution in reaching movements without relying on the visual input. Two different groups
are tested, the first one uses only audio information and the second one uses only visual information to
convey computer-simulated trajectories of two fingers.
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Abstract
Purpose – It is widely agreed that amputees have to rely on visual input to monitor and control the position of the prosthesis while reaching and
grasping because of the lack of proprioceptive feedback. Therefore, visual information has been a prerequisite for prosthetic hand biofeedback studies.
This is why, the underlying characteristics of other artificial feedback methods used to this day, such as auditive, electro-tactile, or vibro-tactile feedback,
has not been clearly explored. The purpose of this paper is to explore whether it is possible to use audio feedback alone to convey more than one
independent variable (multichannel) simultaneously, without relying on the vision, to improve the learning of a new perceptions, in this case, to learn
and understand the artificial proprioception of a prosthetic hand while reaching.
Design/methodology/approach – Experiments are conducted to determine whether the audio signals could be used as a multi-variable dynamical
sensory substitution in reaching movements without relying on the visual input. Two different groups are tested, the first one uses only audio
information and the second one uses only visual information to convey computer-simulated trajectories of two fingers.
Findings – The results show that it is possible to use auditive feedback to convey artificial proprioceptive information instead of vision as a guide, thus
assist users by internalizing new perceptions.
Originality/value – This way, the strong and weak points of auditive feedback can be observed and can be used to improve future feedback systems
or schemes, which can integrate different feedback methods to provide more information to the user.
Keywords Man machine interface, Robotics, Prosthetic devices, Audibility
Paper type Research paper
Introduction
The central nervous system (CNS) uses redundant
information from different sensory channels (tactile, vision,
auditive, proprioceptive, and vestibular) to perceive the actual
state of our body and of the external world. This sensory
information is collected in the respective primary sensory
cortex and then integrated in the multimodal motor
association areas, located in the prefrontal cortex of the
brain, to compute a motion plan (trajectory, speed, force, and
muscles to activate). Afterwards, the movement plan is
transmitted to the pre-motor and primary motor cortex to
start the action (Kandel et al., 2000; Carlson, 2007; Sergio
and Scott, 1998; Franklin et al., 2007). While making the
limb movement, the CNS uses an internal model of our body
and the sensory channels to constantly monitor whether the
planned motion is being achieved correctly or not. It is
because of this internal model that some of the sensory inputs
do not need to be focused on the motion anymore, for
example, to be looking at the hand while doing a reaching
movement. However, if a difference between the expected and
the actual sensory input are perceived, all the sensory
channels are focused again on the motion in order to adjust
the planned trajectory to the new conditions.
For prosthetic users, because of the lack of proprioceptive
information it is considered that their vision is the only
sensory channel available to monitor and guide the prosthesis
manipulation, increasing the consciousness burden, which
leads to their fatigue and frustration. In order to cope with
these problems, many researchers have used sensory feedback
methods, such as electro-cutaneous stimulation, to convey
artificial tactile information from the artificial limb to the
amputee (Herna´ndez et al., 2005; Dillon et al., 2004; Szeto
and Saunders, 1982). Although the results of these studies
agreed that providing biofeedback helps improving the
prosthetics control, the amputees still have to rely on the
vision because of the lack of spatio-temporal information of
the artificial hand. Also, the amount of information that can
be transmitted with these methods is limited and difficult to
understand.
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In neuromotor rehabilitation therapies, auditive tones or
music have been used, as proprioceptive feedback, with good
outcomes since the auditive systems (as the visual system) is
capable of sensing and processing large amounts of information
in real time. In these studies, the subjects used the new auditive
information to reorganize and adapt the existing internal
model, improving the overall performances of their limbs
(Ghez et al., 2000; Dursun et al., 1992; Huang et al., 2006,
2005; Dozza et al., 2004; Moran et al., 1995; Kousidou et al.,
2007). Also, due to the intuitive characteristics of the human
auditive system, audio rendering feedback has been used for
image-guided surgery (Jovanov et al., 1999; Karron and
Bucholz, n.d.). Figure 1 shows a diagram describing the
feedback methods used for different applications (Ghez et al.,
2000; Dursun et al., 1992; Huang et al., 2006, 2005; Dozza
et al., 2004; Moran et al., 1995; Kousidou et al., 2007; Jovanov
et al., 1999; Karron and Bucholz, n.d.; Wang and Shamma,
1995; Herna´ndez et al., 2005; Dillon et al., 2004; Szeto and
Saunders, 1982). It can be noticed that auditive feedback has
been used only to help users improve the dynamics of their own
limbs, but not to convey information of an external limb’s
dynamics. Also, most of these studies used visual support to
learn the auditive information and achieve desire motions,
hence did not explore underlying characteristics of auditive
feedback. Therefore, this study (dotted lines) aimed to extend
the existing researches by investigating the possibility of
learning a new external perception using only auditive
feedback, to convey multiple variables (multichannel),
without relying on the visual information. The experiments
were designed to approach the dynamical coupling between a
computer simulated hand and a person, in order to explore
similarities and differences between using the auditive system
only and using the visual system only to monitor and control
simultaneously computer simulated trajectories of two fingers,
obtaining insights that can improve future feedback systems
and schemes, which can be used later by the amputee as a
training and support tool to improve the control of prosthetic
hand.
Methods
Experiment settings
For this experiment, 12 subjects between 22 and 29 years old,
no distinctions on gender, and with no sensory or motor
impairment were tested. The general idea of the experiment
was for the subject to determine the angle of two simulated
fingers (SF), the thumb and the index finger, when reaching an
object using auditive or visual feedback. The SF angles were
divided into eight positions and their trajectory was
constructed based on the subject’s finger motion, which was
captured using two bending sensor (Abrams Gentile
Entertainment) working as a data glove. During the reaching
movement, differences (or errors) between the angles of SF and
the subjects’ fingers were introduced on purpose in order to
modify the SF trajectory; consequently, it will differ from the
one being performed and expected by the subject. In prosthetic
applications, these differences can be attributed to delays or
errors in the position control algorithms, which result in
different movements of the robot hand from the desired ones.
Therefore, during the tests, the subjects had to judge whether
the SF angles were following his own fingers trajectory or not,
while reaching an object, by correlating his proprioception with
the available SF angle feedback information (audio feedback or
visual feedback). This kind of tests has been used also to
investigate the internalization of the perception in Sergio and
Scott (1998), Franklin et al. (2007), Kawato (1999), Synofzik
et al. (2006), Flanagan and Wing (1997) and Hayhoe et al.
(2005).
For the experiment, the subjects were divided into two
groups: the auditive feedback group (AFG) and the visual
feedback group (VFG). Also, the experiment period was three
continuous days; each day a session, of approximately one
hour-and-a-half, was held. In each session, two tests were
made, with a 20min guided training between them. For each
test, 20 trials were made: ten for reaching a ball and ten for
reaching a cylinder. Additionally, the task of each trial was to
reach for the object until it was comfortably grasped. The
subject had to accomplish two motions: making a reaching
and grasping motion with the object; and repeating the same
motion as before, but this time without the object. In the first
motion (with the object), no differences in the SF trajectories
were introduced. This was a practice movement for the
subject to relate his finger proprioceptive information to the
SF feedback information while reaching; also to remember
the final SF angles when the object was grasped. In the second
motion (without the object), the subjects had to determine if
there were differences between the SF and their fingers’ angles
trajectory during the reaching motion. If a difference was
detected, he had to stop the reaching motion, fix the SF
trajectory accordingly, and continue with the practiced
motion. Moreover, after each trial the subject was asked if
he noticed a difference between his finger’s proprioception
and the SF fed back information, and in which finger he
thought the difference happened. The subject was told before
the tests that three possibilities could happen with the SF
trajectory. The first possibility was that the SF angles were the
same as his fingers angles during the reaching and grasping,
hence no difference in the motion (correct sequence (CS)).
The second possibility was that a difference was introduced in
only one of the SF angles while reaching the object. Finally,
the last possibility was that differences were introduced in
both SF fingers during the reaching, although for this study
this possibility was not used. Furthermore, these differences’
magnitudes could have been from one to four positions.
During the guided training of each session, the subject had
to achieve the same motions of the tests, but the experimenter
told him the position where the difference was going to
happen and its magnitude, and also guided him to correct the
SF trajectory correctly. This way the subject was able to learn
to detect the differences and fix the SF trajectory.
Figure 1 Description of feedback methods used for different
applications
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Auditive feedback group
For the AFG, as shown in Figure 2(a), the SF angles were fed
back simultaneously to the subject as two different instrument
sounds: a low-pitch string instrument (a Cello) for the thumb,
and a high-pitch instrument (Violin) for the index finger. The
SF angles were presented as musical notes within one octave of
the C-major scale, where a high C corresponded to the finger
completely bended (Position 8), and a low C to the finger
completely straight (Position 1). Since the subjects’ eyes were
covered during the whole experiment, during the tests they had
to correlate their fingers proprioceptive information with the
perceived notes to determine any difference between their
fingers’ angles and the SF’s angles, while making the reaching
motion. In the first reaching motion of each trial (with the
object), the subjects heard the tone sequence of SF angles
while reaching and the final tones while grasping when no
difference was introduced, which was a CS since the SF
followed the subjects motion.
When the subjects had to reach the cylinder, the start
position of their fingers was completely straight (corresponding
to musical note low C on both fingers). Figure 3(a) shows the
CS motion when reaching a cylinder. It can be observed that
the subjects fingers and the SF followed the same trajectory;
therefore, Position 1 of the subject fingers corresponded to the
lowC of the SF, Position 2 to D, Position 3 to E, and so on until
the object was comfortably grasped, which corresponded to the
musical note A for the SFwith Position 6 for the subject’s index
finger, and G with Position 5 for the thumb. Figure 3(b) shows
a trial where a difference of one tone was introduced between
the SF index finger and the subject’s index finger on Position 3.
Therefore, when the subject’s index finger moved from
Positions 2 to 3 one musical note was jumped (F instead
of E). To correct the SF trajectory the subjects had to stop the
reaching motion and move his index finger backwards one
position, in order to return the SF to tone E, while keeping
constant his other finger position. Later, they had to continue
the reaching movement, until the grasping SF tones were
achieved (in this case themusical noteA for the index andG for
the thumb). As we can see from the figure, the last sound
should be the same as the CS motion, but not the subjects own
finger position, which both of them now are in Position 5.
The other task was reaching a ball. The hand closed was the
start position of this reaching motion, which corresponds to
the high C notes for the SF. In Figure 4(a), the CS of this
motion is shown. This movement was more difficult since the
subject had to open the hand enough to make a successful
grasp, but never reaching a completely open stage (fingers
completely straight); in the figure the subject opened his hand
until Position 3 for his index finger and thumb, which
corresponded to tone E for both of the SF. Later, he had to
close it again to make the grasp, which was Position 4 for the
subject’s index finger (tone G for the SF index finger) and
Position 5 thumb (tone F for the SG thumb). Figure 4(b)
shows the case when a difference of one tone was introduced
between the trajectories in Position 5 of the thumb, therefore
when the subject’s thumb changed from Positions 4 to 5 the
SF thumb trajectory jumped the note G. To correct this error,
the subject had to move only the SF thumb one position
backwards returning to the jumped note, in this case G. Then,
continue opening until the SF tones performed in the CS
Figure 2 Experiment settings
(a) (b)
Notes: (a) AFG setting: the subject had to rely only on auditive sounds to
determine simultaneously the trajectories of two computer SF;
(b) VFG settings: the subject had to rely only on visual information
displayed in a computer screen to determine simultaneously the
trajectories of two computer SF
Figure 3 Summary of fed back information when reaching a cylinder for both groups
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motion (tone E for both SF); and finally, closing the SF until
the grasping tones were achieved, which for the case shown in
Figure 4(b) were G for the SF index finger and F for the SF
the thumb.
Visual feedback group
The people in the VFG had to rely only on a computer
generated (CG) image todetermine theSFangles (Figure2(b)).
Additionally, the visual range of the subjects was limited only to
the screen; therefore, they could not see their hands while
making the reaching motion. This is the reason why they had to
correlate their fingers’ proprioception with the SF graphical
interface todetermine anydifferencebetween them.Thefingers
motion was displayed as a continuous motion and limited to a
maximum of 308. Since the motion was divided into eight
positions, the SF image had a motion range of 3.758 for each
position. Equally to the other group, the first reaching motion
(with the object) of each trial was for the subject to practice the
CS. At this moment besides the fingers CG image, a “position
indicator” (PI) was presented on the upper corner of the screen,
as shown in Figures 3(a) and 4(a), to help the subject know
when the SF changed their position. On the second motion
(without the object) of each trial, these PIwere removed and the
subject had to approximate each SF position.
For this group, the experiment tasks were the same as the
AFG tasks. Figure 3(a) shows the CS when reaching a
cylinder. Once again, the subject’s fingers and the SF image
were completely straight in the start of the motion. Once the
motion started the CG image followed the subject’s finger
trajectories until the object was grasped. Figure 3(b) shows an
example where an error of one position was introduced to the
SF index finger trajectory in Position 3. Therefore, the
angle of the SF image jumped from Positions 2 to 4,
modifying the CS of the SF. The trajectory had to be
corrected by moving one position backwards the SF image, in
order to return to the jumped position (Position 3). Then, the
motion was continued until the CS grasping position of the
SF image (Position 6 for the CG index finger, and Position 5
for the CG thumb).
Similarly, Figure 4(a) shows the CS when the subject had to
reach the ball. Additionally, Figure 4(b) shows when a
difference of one tone was introduced in the SF in Position 5
of the thumb, therefore, the simulated finger trajectory of the
thumb jumped from Positions 6 to 4. The subject had to
move his thumb back to Position 5 in order to correct the
difference. Then, open the hand until the SF Position 4, and
then close the hand the SF image grasping angles.
Data evaluation
Every reaching movement did not have the same time span
from the beginning to the end of the motion. The reaching
time varied between 10 and 20 s, depending on the subject
and type of task. Also, the latency of each finger position was
not always the same, making it very difficult to compare and
analyze it as a function of time. For that reason, we used the
discrete values of the reaching trajectory data, were the SF
position was captured every time it changed. An expected SF
trajectory (E) was established, using the CS trajectory, for
each trial as a comparison point to the achieved SF trajectory
(T). The number of points in which the reaching trajectory
was achieved depended on how well the subject understood
the feedback information; hence a fix frame of 20 points was
chosen to analyze the data. Additionally, if the achieved SF
trajectory was accomplished in less than 20 points, the last
position was considered a constant value for the remaining
points (Figure 5). For example, it can be observed in Table I
that the expected trajectory for one of the fingers should be
made in seven points, after this point the value is considered
constant. On the other hand, the achieved trajectory was
made in more than seven points, thus the position remained
constant after point 12.
The data were evaluated with two different methods. The
first method was the relative position error (RPE), which
represented the average error between the expected trajectory
and the followed trajectory point to point in each trial, as
shown in Table I. In this case, the endpoint errors played an
important role, since this result did not considered whether
the difference was detected or not, but how close the achieved
SF trajectory was from the expected SF trajectory.
The second method was the relative motion score (RMS)
that expressed how well the expected trajectory was achieved
regardless of the end-point errors. This was used to measure
Figure 4 Summary of fed back information when reaching a ball for both groups
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whether the error was detected and how well it was corrected
during the reaching motion. The average of two values, an
analytical value (how well the error was corrected) and the
subject perception (detection of difference), were used to
calculate the RMS. For the analytical value, different rules
were established to classify the motion into three levels:
difference corrected (DC), difference approximately corrected
(DAC) and difference not corrected (DNC). Since we wanted
to focus on the reaching motion, only the non-constant values
of the discrete data were taken in consideration. For the DC
level, the trajectory should have been follow exactly point to
point during the reaching motion, therefore, equation (1)
should be true and a score of 100 percent was given; where n
is a sampled point number and less than 20. In Figure 5, we
can observe that the DC achieved trajectory of one of the
fingers followed exactly the expected trajectory until sample 7,
where the reaching motion finished. The remaining values of
the DC achieved position are the subject’s end-point errors,
which were not taken in consideration. Therefore, the sum of
values of equation (1) is 0:

X20
n¼2
{jEðnÞ2T ðnÞj£ðEðnÞ2Eðn21ÞÞ£ðTðnÞ2Tðn21ÞÞ}
¼0
ð1Þ
If the trajectory was corrected approximately the data were
classified into the DAC group. For example, in Figure 5 for the
DAC achieved trajectory the difference was corrected with a
delay and different magnitude, hence the sum of each point
difference during the reaching motion (slope , .0) will be
different than 0 (equation (2)); also, in at least one point
the achieved trajectory has a negative slope, limited to avoid the
end-point errors (equation (3)); and the difference between the
E andT had to be less than 4 for each point (equation (4)). If this
conditions where true then a score of 50 percent was given:

X20
n¼2
{jEðnÞ2 TðnÞj £ ðEðnÞ2 Eðn2 1ÞÞ
£ ðTðnÞ2 Tðn2 1ÞÞ}
 – 0
ð2Þ
jðT ðnþ1Þ2Tðnþ2ÞÞ£ðEðnþ1Þ2EðnÞÞj
£ðTðnþ1Þ2TðnÞÞ,0;
in at least one n; when error.0 and n¼1 to 18
ð3Þ
jEðnÞ2 TðnÞj , 4 for n ¼ 1 to 20 ð4Þ
When the error was not corrected themotion was classified into
theDNCgroup, as can also be observed inFigure 5. In this case,
equation (2) had to be true, and equations (3) or (4) had to be
false. For this case, a score of 0 percent was given.
Also, to know whether the difference was detected the
subjects were asked after each trial whether they noticed or
not any difference between their finger and the SF
trajectories, and in which finger. If the answer was correct a
score of 100 percent was given, if not a 0 percent was given.
Finally, the average of both values was calculated as the RMS
evaluation method.
Results
The experimental data were analyzed using SPSS 16.0
software and were compared within each group, and between
groups. An analysis of variance was used to explore and
compare the data.
Auditive feedback group
The statistical results showed that there was a significant
difference in the performance in the experiment between the
subjects in this group ( p ¼ 0.016 for the RPE and p ¼ 0.010 for
the RMS), which indicates that the perception and
understanding of sounds was different between subjects. This
result might be obvious since the ability to perceive sounds
precisely is different from person to person, but despite of these
differences all the subjects improved their performance at the
end of the experiment. However, these results point out that the
feedback system should be adaptable to each person’s capacity.
Figure 5 Different cases for one finger, of processed trajectories data
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Figure 6(a) shows the marginal mean of the RPE results of
all the subjects for each session during the experiment, when
the auditive feedback was used to monitor the SF fingers.
Comparing the results between the sessions a statistical
difference p ¼ 0.277 when reaching a ball and p ¼ 0.010
when reaching the cylinder was obtained. Additionally,
comparing the results between both objects a significant
difference p ¼ 0.000 was found. These results point out that,
although the subjects improved their results after each session,
it was more difficult to achieve the expected positions when
reaching the ball. On the other hand, Figure 6(b) shows the
marginal means of the RMS results from session to session.
The ability in detecting and correcting differences in the SF
trajectories was very similar for both objects since a p ¼ 0.953
was found. Also, the statistical results showed that there was a
considerable improvement after each session, because when
comparing the results between sessions a p ¼ 0.04 for the ball
and p ¼ 0.001 for the cylinder was obtained. This indicates
that when using the auditive feedback it was easier to detect
differences in a motion and the moment they happened, and
fixing them approximately. However, it was very difficult for
the subject to determine the exact spatial location of the
fingers while doing the grasping motion.
Visual feedback group
Comparing the performance between the subjects within this
group a statistical difference was found for the RPE
evaluation results with a p ¼ 0.000. This significant
difference was obtained because of one subject’s data. If his
data were filtered, the comparison between the other subjects
did not show any significant difference between them since
p ¼ 0.458. Also, for the RMS results, there was no significant
difference between subjects ( p ¼ 0.120). Therefore, contrary
to the other group, most of the subjects had similar perception
and understanding of the CG images. This was an expected
result since processing visual information is more familiar to
people than processing auditive information.
Using all the data from this group and comparing the RPE
results between objects a significant difference ( p ¼ 0.0016)
was found, as can be seen in Figure 7(a). As with the other
group, this result showed that it was more difficult to achieve
the desired trajectory when reaching a ball. However, when
comparing the results between each session no significant
difference was found for both tasks ( p ¼ 0.431 for the ball
and p ¼ 0.971 for the cylinder), which indicates that there
was no considerable improvement from session to session.
Figure 7(b) shows the RMS results from session to session. A
significant difference ( p ¼ 0.000) in the performance between
sessions was found for both of the objects, hence there was a
meaningful improvement to detect and correct differences in
the SF trajectory. Furthermore, when comparing the results
between objects no important difference was found
( p ¼ 0.496). These results show that when using visual
information is also easier, as with auditive information, to
detect and correct an error in the positions, but it is still
difficult to achieve the expected trajectory correctly.
Auditive and visual feedback groups
When comparing the experiment performance of the subjects
in the VFG and the AFG, when reaching a cylinder, a
p ¼ 0.196 (for the RMS) and a p ¼ 0.002 (for the RPE) were
found, which suggest, as the results obtained before, that the
capacity to detect and correct errors was similar for the people
in both groups, but different to follow the trajectories; as can
be seen in Figure 8. In Session 1, both groups showed very
similar performances ( p ¼ 0.549 for the RMS and p ¼ 0.329
for the RPE) since the subjects did not have any previous
experience. In Session 2, there was a significant difference in
the RPE evaluation ( p ¼ 0.014), which implied that the
people using the auditive feedback was able to reduce the
amount of errors in the reaching motion faster. In this session,
there was no significant difference for the RMS evaluation
( p ¼ 0.142), therefore, both groups improved very similar in
detecting and correcting the errors. Finally, in Session 3, there
was not any significant difference in the performances of both
groups ( p ¼ 0.269 for the RMS and p ¼ 0.057 for the RPE);
as shown in Figure 8 the improvement of both groups from
Session 2 was not substantial.
Figure 9(a) shows the estimated marginal means RPE
results from session to session for both groups when reaching
a ball, which a statistical difference ( p ¼ 0.000) between them
was found. In Session 1, there was not any significant
difference between the groups, although the people that used
the auditive feedback had better performance. After, in
Figure 6 Comparison of RPE and RMS estimate marginal means values between objects during each session
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Figure 7 Comparison of RPE and RMS estimate marginal means values between objects during each session
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Figure 8 Comparison of RPE and RMS estimate marginal means values between groups during each session
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Figure 9 Comparison of RPE and RMS estimate marginal means values between groups during each session
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Session 2, this difference was reduced since the people in the
VFG improved in their performances, but not the people in
the AFG, therefore the p-value was of 0.370. Then, in
Session 3, the people in the AFG improved in their
performance, but the people in the VFG did not. This is
why a statistical difference of p ¼ 0.002 was found. Also,
Figure 9(B) shows the results of the RMS evaluation method,
where no significant difference was found ( p ¼ 0.065)
between groups. In Session 1, there was not any significant
difference. In Session 2, a significant difference (p ¼ 0.014)
was found since the VFG improved faster in detecting and
correcting differences in the SF trajectories than the AFG.
Finally, in Session 3, a significant difference of p ¼ 0.028 was
also found, because both groups did not have an important
improvement. Although reaching a ball was a difficult task for
both groups, the results also shows that it was easier to
achieve the expected position for the AFG. On the other
hand, both groups improved the detection and correction of
differences in the SF trajectories, but for this task the VFG
had better performance than the AFG.
Discussion
For optimal prosthetic hand control, both the feed forward
(intentions) and feedback (position and force) of the artificial
hand are needed to make natural dynamical movement with
the limb (Kawato, 1999; Synofzik et al., 2006; Flanagan and
Wing, 1997; Hayhoe et al., 2005; Herna´ndez et al., 2005;
Dillon et al., 2004; Szeto and Saunders, 1982). This is why
this experiment was designed to address the effect of multiple
auditive sounds as the feedback channel in a close loop
control scheme. On the experiments, the subjects triggered a
motion in the SF (feed forward) and were able to monitor
(feedback) and control (feed forward) them to achieve the
desire action. Since this monitoring and controlling was done
while making a reaching motion the subjects could not focus
on the state of the SF only, but in all aspects of a natural
motion.
Certainly, it is more straightforward to interpret the state of
external objects using our vision than using auditive cues,
since the latter is more abstract concept. In other studies
(Ghez et al., 2000; Dursun et al., 1992; Huang et al., 2006,
2005; Dozza et al., 2004; Moran et al., 1995; Kousidou et al.,
2007; Jovanov et al., 1999; Karron and Bucholz, n.d.),
auditive sounds were used to enhance other sensory input in
order to achieve a task, thus the systems were used with the
support of visual input. Their results agreed that auditive
information improves considerably the performance, but its
role was not addressed. That is why this experiment focused
on exploring the characteristics of auditive feedback and the
possibility to help learning new perceptions without
the support of vision. Therefore, the subjects had to learn
the meaning of external input (SF positions) rather than
adjusting their own. For example, the experiments conducted
by Franklin et al. (2007), showed also that without the help of
visual input a new dynamic can be learnt, but in this case the
task was to adapt their own proprioception to external forces
instead of learning external models.
The results showed that people tend to have the same
ability to monitor and adapt two SF simultaneously using
vision, but when using auditive feedback this ability depended
more on individual capacities. This indicates that processing
visual information is more familiar than auditive information,
as discussed before. Despite of this disadvantage, as the
results showed, the auditive feedback can be effectively used
to convey artificial sensory information instead of visual
feedback. For example, the subject’s capacity to detect and
correct differences in the SF trajectories was similar for both
groups, with an important improvement in their performance
from session to session. This result points out that visual
feedback and auditive feedback have similar temporal features
when monitoring external information because it was easy to
detect differences in the SF trajectories, the moment they
happened and to approximate their magnitude. Also,
although the performance to achieve the expected position
did not improve substantially for both groups, the people in
the AFG were able to perform the tasks more accurately,
which indicates that the auditive feedback has better spatial
features than the visual feedback, but it is still difficult for
both methods convey exact spatial location of the SF fingers.
This advantage can be attributed to the discrete nature of the
auditive feedback, which makes it easier to distinguish
different positions, whereas visual information is continuous,
forcing the subject to approximate the positions. Another
important point is that the motion range used for the SF
image was small (3.758 for each position), which made it more
difficult to notice when the position changed. This range was
chosen experimentally to make it comparable to the auditive
feedback resolution (one tone). How to quantitatively match
the resolution for different sensory modalities should be
further investigated. Additionally, because the duration of
each session was long, most of the subjects reported to feel
tired or lost interest on the tasks, especially in Session 1. It
seemed that people in the VFG tended to get more distracted,
while people AFG, in the first and second sessions, tended to
get more tired. However, the fatigue-distraction aspect of
both methods will be explored with more detail in future
work.
The main difficulty to overcome with auditive feedback in
prosthetic applications is how to present the sound in order to
transmit the prosthetic information effectively, and which
variables should be transmitted for an effective coupling
result. Ghez et al. (2000) discussed that people understand
easier rhythms or beats, but in Jovanov et al. (1999) and
Karron and Bucholz (n.d.) more specific sounds are used to
render and area. The problem for prosthetic applications
feedback is the difficulty to predict the desired trajectory of
the hand and fingers before the actions is achieved, thus it is
difficult to present the feedback sounds as a fixed trajectory
for the subject to follow, as in those studies. On the other
hand, if all the control of the sounds is given to the subject,
the system can end up been confusing.
It is important to integrate this system together with other
types of feedback methods, as explored in Gonzalez and Yu
(2008). This way the redundancy of information might give
much better results, decreasing the amount consciousness
burden when controlling the prosthesis, and hopefully will
lead to more natural control and acceptance of the prosthetic
hand.
Conclusions
The results of this study showed that it is possible to use
auditive feedback to elicit a body image without using the
visual contact as a guide. Also showed that sounds give good
temporal insights of the motions comparable to vision and
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that because of its discrete nature, conveying accurate spatial
location can be better than vision. Therefore, the auditive
feedback can be effectively used to reduce the amount of
visual attention when controlling and manipulating the
prosthetic hand.
It is important, as future work, to explore different ways to
transmit several variables with sounds in order to develop a
more intuitively and easy to understand system, and integrate
this system as a training and support tool for other
biofeedback methods, such as electro-tactile stimulation
(Gonzalez and Yu, 2008). Additionally, it is important to
explore the fatigue, attention and range of action factors
involved in different feedback methods, in order to develop a
redundant biofeedback system that can be use by amputees.
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